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Abstract 
This chapter argues that the Constitutional Treaty for Europe and the planned Reform Treaty take several steps to become more trustworthy in the eyes of European citizens. It seeks to ensure that the European Union comes ‘closer to the people,’ with at least three important responses: a new mechanism to implement the so-called ‘Principle of Subsidiarity’; increased opportunities for democratic accountability; and an increased focus on human rights. 
The chapter focuses on the issues of democracy and human rights, and suggests that the proposed Constitutional Treaty – and the Reform Treaty  – will improve these trust-building features. Section 1 provides some background of the history of the European Union that explains the increased need for trust and trustworthiness among Europeans and their political leaders. Section 2 gives a brief sketch of some reasons for democratic rule, constrained by human rights. Furthermore, I also indicate where we find some of these claims in ancient Confucian thought. Sections 3 and 4 consider some objections: why democracy might not be thought appropriate for the large and complex European order. I shall argue that these objections do not stand up to scrutiny. Section 5 concludes by considering why and how the Reform Treaty might enhance democratic accountability and human rights promotion within the EU. 


In leading a state of a thousand chariots, respect the office and be trustworthy; economize on the use of resources and love the people, and employ the people when it is timely.
					          Confucius: Analects – Lun Yü – Ch1 v 5

The European Union faces a crisis. I am very grateful for the opportunity to present the draft of this paper at the Workshop on ‘EU Model under Discussion’  Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing June 12-13, 2007; and for detailed comments by Professor Beate Kohler-Koch. The research is partially funded by the EU’s NEWGOV project on New Modes of Governance. The Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, The Mossavar-Rahmani Center for Business and Government, and Currier House, all at Harvard University, and the Centre for the Study of Mind in Nature (CSMN) of the University of Oslo kindly offered optimal conditions to express these reflections.   Most of the papers by the author referred to in the text are available at http://folk.uio.no/andreasf. 
 In 2004, European and national politicians had hoped that a new “Constitutional Treaty for Europe” (‘CT’) among other issues would solve what has become known as the ‘Legitimacy Deficit’ or the ‘Democratic Deficit’ of the European Union. A long standing concern among many politicians, academics and citizens had been that the EU is not “close enough” to the people: citizens do not experience that the EU pays attention to their interests and needs. In response, a ‘Constitutional Treaty’ that outlines the basic architecture for the EU was agreed by all Member State governments. To enter into force, the treaty had to be ratified by all Member States within two years. In some countries the decision to ratify was to be taken by parliament, in others it was to be decided by a popular referendum. In all, 18 Member States ratified the treaty. - including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Rumania, Slovenia and Spain. The Slovak Constitutional Court has yet to decide whether there should also be a referendum, in addition to parliamentary ratification. Cf. http://www.unizar.es/euroconstitucion/Treaties/Treaty_Const_Rat.htm" http://www.unizar.es/euroconstitucion/Treaties/Treaty_Const_Rat.htm  But in May and June 2005, a majority of voters at referendums in France and the Netherlands rejected the proposal. Their rejection left many questions unanswered: Why did so many vote ‘no’? Were they dissatisfied with how the revised European Union would work, or were they mainly frustrated about how they think it was operating now? Would they want some changes to the document, or rather have no such ‘constitution’ for Europe?  If the latter: Why? Did they think the EU simply too big and complex to ever be acceptable? That such a large, multi-lingual, multi-cultural, multi-national political order can never come ‘close to the people’? 
At the June 21-22 2007 meeting of the European Council, these heads of state or government of the member states and the President of the European Commission considered proposals for how to move forward (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ø\11\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1CEuropean Council 2007 #46710\00\1C\00 European Council 2007). They agreed to an outline of a Reform Treaty (‘RT’) that has yet to be written, and must then be ratified by all parliaments. The RT will differ from the CT in several ways, to accommodate the requirements of various Member States. Some changes were symbolic: there is no mention of a ‘Constitutional’ treaty. Other changes are more substantive: the RT will ensure that “national security remains the sole responsibility of each Member State” (Annex 1, 4). And the Charter on Fundamental Rights has been demoted from being a part of the treaty. While remaining legally binding on the Union, its scope of application is stated very clearly. 
This presentation addresses only some of the many questions raised by the French and Dutch referendums. Recent contributions include Dobson and Follesdal 2004; Kohler-Koch and Rittberger 2007.  I shall argue that the EU has in fact heeded Confucius’ advise about how to lead a big state: The EU has sought to become more trustworthy.  The CT took several steps to ensure that the European Union comes ‘closer to the people,’ steps that the RT largely seems to keep. Politicians have long insisted that the EU should “respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity (CT Art II-82). In addition to this quite vague commitment, the RT includes three important responses: a new mechanism to implement the so-called ‘Principle of Subsidiarity’; increased opportunities for democratic accountability; and an increased focus on human rights. I shall focus on the issues of democracy and human rights, and suggest that the proposed Constitutional Treaty – and the RT – will improve these trust-building features. I am pleased that the European Council for the most part agreed to keep these elements.  
Section 1 provides some background of the history of the European Union that explains the increased need for trust and trustworthiness among Europeans and their political leaders. Section 2 gives a brief sketch of some reasons for democratic rule, constrained by human rights. Furthermore, I also indicate where we find some of these claims in ancient Confucian thought. Sections 3 and 4 consider some objections: why democracy might not be thought appropriate for the large and complex European order. I shall argue that these objections do not stand up to scrutiny. Section 5 concludes by considering why and how the RT might enhance democratic accountability and human rights promotion within the EU. 
Background about the EU
At least three phenomena have increased the need for institutions that can build trust and bolster trustworthiness among Europeans and their political leaders: Increased European integration, and in its wake explicit popular and court expressions of concern, and widespread worries that domestic democratic arrangements have suffered. 
Deepening and widening European integration
What we now call the European Union started after the War of 1939-45, when French and German politicians agreed to take steps that would prevent future wars on European soil. Belgium, West Germany, Luxembourg, France, Italy and the Netherlands were founding members of the Coal and Steel Community in 1951. In the intervening fifty years European integration has ‘deepened’ into more extensive co-operation, and ‘widened’ to include many more countries than the original 6. 
The populations had largely acquiesced in the early forms of cooperation, but at least three features - increased interdependence, diversity and the ambitions of the central authorities - changed popular attitudes toward the project of European integration. 
Citizens and their member states became increasingly interdependent, which required more trust among the citizens and elites – especially as more decisions would be made by qualified majority voting rather than by unanimity among all Member States. The common arrangements also had to accommodate a greater diversity of institutions, rules and legal and cultural practices. The original six Member States increased in number until there are now 27 members, as follows: in 1973: Denmark, Ireland and the UK; in 1981: Greece; in 1986: Spain and Portugal; 1995: Austria, Finland and Sweden; 2004: Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia; 2007: Bulgaria and Romania. Finally, the objectives of the cooperation became more ambitious, ambivalent and contested. They came to include not only peace, but also economic growth to be secured through freedom of goods, services, persons and capital, and a common monetary policy within those member states who shared the Euro-currency. These new objectives were not as uncontested as peace. They require trade offs, they create distributive conflicts, and they seem, at least to some citizens, to threaten domestic welfare arrangements rather than to be necessary to maintain them, as some politicians argued.
Popular and Constitutional Challenges 
The Treaty on European Union agreed in Maastricht 1991 met with protests in Denmark, France and elsewhere. A Danish referendum rejected the treaty 51%-49% in 1992. It was accepted a year later but only when Denmark was allowed the right to opt out of the single currency. In France the Treaty barely passed in a referendum 51 to 49%. Governments became aware that they must henceforth pay much closer attention to public opinion and opposition elites. 
In Germany and Denmark the Treaty ratification was also challenged on constitutional grounds. The German Constitutional Court in the end found that the Treaty was consistent with the German Fundamental Law. But the judges warned that further integration might meet resistance, since transfers of powers should not reduce citizens’ democratic influence. In particular, the German Bundestag would have to maintain sufficient autonomy to decide on politically salient issues. And the Constitutional Court insisted that it retained the right to protect fundamental human rights, and had the authority to review whether European institutions acted within their limits. The Danish Supreme Court accepted further expansion of authority required for the objectives of the Union, but only because the Danish government would maintain a veto right. In fact, this power was later to be given up, when Qualified Majority Voting became the decision procedure for several issues. The Danish courts would also retain the authority to assess the constitutionality and hence applicability in Denmark of European Community laws. 
One upshot was that domestic and European political elites understood that further integration efforts would have to consider possible challenges both from popular opinion and from domestic courts. The EU had to strengthen its human rights protection, provide more transparency and openness, and simplify the treaties ({European Council 1996 #47740}).  
In the 1990 the European Council also realized that EU institutions would have to change to accommodate the large number of new members expected from formerly Eastern Europe (European Council 1996, Sect.2). The sheer number of applicant states would require fundamental changes to ensure reasonably effective decision making procedures. In addition, with the exception of Poland these were predominantly small countries. All were economically disadvantaged , and without a recent strong democratic political culture. This would increase the diversity within the EU, posing further challenges of how the institutions could ensure effective and democratic decision making whilst building trust. 
Weakened Domestic Democracy
The call for more democratic and efficient Union institutions occurred against a backdrop of widespread and often vague concerns that domestic democratic options and arrangements have weakened. There would seem to be two components to this concern. Firstly, national parliaments have less control over domestic executives when they are acting within the multi-level European polity. Thus, governments may well be pursuing the best interests of their citizens when negotiating treaties and legislating at the EU level, but cannot as easily be trusted to do so. The governments can effectively ignore their parliaments when making decisions in Brussels, so one may ask what reasons citizens have to trust governments to act with their best interests in mind. This sketch is too bleak, for national parliaments formally retain the power to veto the treaties proposed. But this instrument is too blunt: Such a veto can block or impede institutional reforms, but not affect their content. National parliaments therefore often resort to informal modes of influence, such as making proposals that their government might use in European negotiations (�|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00=\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\17Auel & Benz 2007 #47760\00\17\00 Auel and Benz 2007). However, such use of ‘voice’ offers less democratic control and accountability than traditional forms of parliamentary oversight. 
A second concern is that European integration has reduced the option set of national governments, beyond the collective self binding that many defend as in the long term interest of all citizens - such as in monetary policy. Due to peculiarities of the decision making process, combined with an activist European Court of Justice, the EU institutions can impose policy constraints never intended by the national governments. These constraints strain popular trust in the national parliaments and governments in ways that may also prove detrimental to the legitimacy of the EU in the long run (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00>\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Scharpf 2007 #47770\00\13\00 Scharpf 2007).  
These weaknesses of domestic democratic arrangements have not been compensated sufficiently by democratic accountability structures operating at the EU level. The directly elected European Parliament is quite weak compared to standard national parliamentary democracy - even though it is gaining powers. And, especially in the absence of real political contestation at the European level, there is little reason to believe that the European Parliament can provide sufficient accountability on its own. 

Human rights in the EU
Some argue that the EU since its beginnings has expressly been committed to the pursuit of human rights. This is true at least in a diffuse sense, in that the Rome Treaty of 1957 speaks of the commitment to “preserve and strengthen peace and liberty”. The European Court of Justice and the European Council has often underscored the need to respect human rights. For overviews of this development, cf. {Shaw 2000 #47820}, {Alston, Bustelo, et al. 1999 #31960}.  The Treaty on European Union Art 6 states that 
1. The Union is founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law, principles which are common to the Member States.
2. The Union shall respect fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, as general principles of Community law. 
However, some dismiss this long standing commitment as a false myth (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00@\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Williams 2004 #47790\00\14\00 Williams 2004). Be that as it may, the treaty basis and substantive human rights policies of the EU is often been accused of being patchy, even inconsistent (�|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00.\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt#Alston, Bustelo, et al. 1999 #31960\00#\00 Alston, Bustelo, and Heenan 1999). One reason for the uneven development - though perhaps not a sufficient explanation - is surely that the EU started out as a common market, and only slowly expanded its remit. A brief reminder of the different sources for concern for human rights may be in order to help explain the recent more vocal calls for more visible human rights for the EU. 
The prospect of including formerly communist countries without recent strong traditions of respect for human rights was surely one important reason why the EU became concerned about how to prevent future severe human rights violations within its member states. - Though it is striking that the EU did not voice similar worries when the former authoritarian states of Spain, Greece and Portugal joined. Thus in 1993 the Copenhagen European Council agreed to certain human rights requirements for all applicant states:
Membership requires that the candidate country has achieved stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and protection of minorities, the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union. …
(European Council 1993, 13) 

Furthermore, all new member states are required to ratify the European Convention on Human Rights and its Protocols under the Council of Europe. But some ‘old’ member states are not held to the same strict requirement with regard to reservations and Protocols (�|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00.\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt#Alston, Bustelo, et al. 1999 #31960\00#\00 Alston, Bustelo, and Heenan 1999). What did seem clear is that human rights would have to be visibly better protected within the EU once the ‘new’ member states joined. 
Another reason for the recent concern to make human rights more visible is in response to worries that the EU suffered from a ‘legitimacy deficit’. Human rights have become a sine qua non if a polity is to be regarded as normatively legitimate, and therefore human rights language was needed “to authenticate the Community as a site of governance.” (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00@\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Williams 2004 #47790\00\14\00 Williams 2004, 129). More visible human rights constraints on the EU would, of course, also alleviate risks that the German Constitutional Court would deem new Union treaties incompatible with the German Basic Law.
These are some of the reasons why the 1999 Cologne European Council decided to consolidate the fundamental rights that applied to the EU level, and make them more visible in a Charter (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00B\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1CEuropean Council 1999 #47810\00\1C\00 European Council 1999, Art 44 and Appendix IV). This Charter would be based on the Council of Europe’s European Convention on Human Rights and the case law of its European Court on Human Rights; as well as rights derived from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, and economic and social rights within the European Social Charter. Notably, the European Council made no explicit mention of any UN declarations or conventions, though they might be thought to express rights derived from the common ‘constitutional traditions’. 
The task of drafting the Charter was given to an institutional innovation, a ‘Convention’ with members drawn from a broader range of institutions than usual for such treaty preparations. The Convention included representatives of the European and national parliaments, member states' governments, and the Commission. It also had observers from the European Court of Justice. Roman Herzog, former President of Germany and President of the German Constitutional Court, headed the Convention.  
The draft Charter was completed in the early fall of 2000, and the Member States adopted it the same year. However, they did not agree to give it legal force. Thus it was not included in the Nice Treaty. Still, it provided a much needed clarification of the legal human rights obligations of member states. 
We return below to the most recent developments, namely that the RT will still not include the Charter, but it will become legally binding. And the EU will acquire international legal personality and so will be able to become a signatory to the ECHR in its own right (I-7(2)).

The Challenges: Closer to citizens, more Democratic, Efficient - and Stable?
These, then, were some of the factors that were at stake as the EU prepared to welcome several new member states: Multiple decision rules across an increased number of issue areas; burdensome decision procedures within an institutional architecture parts of which were originally designed for 6 member states; complex interdependence that allowed for creative bargains but at the cost of opacity and unaccountability; calls that national parliaments retain democratic control; - and a requirement to enhance the consistency and visibility of human rights protections.
	Several treaty reforms of the 1990s sought to address these challenges. For a helpful overview, cf the website http://www.unizar.es/euroconstitucion/Home.htm" http://www.unizar.es/euroconstitucion/Home.htm   The European Council meeting at Turin 1996 inaugurated an Intergovernmental Conference in charge of drafting a new treaty to accommodate several of these concerns (European Council 1996). The Amsterdam Treaty (agreed 1997, into force 1999) made some headway, but failed to solve several of the institutional issues. The Nice Treaty focused on the institutional changes required for expansion, especially the size and composition of the Commission, the voting weights in the Council of Ministers, and the use of Qualified Majority Voting. It was agreed 2001, and entered into force 2003. 
The mode of organization and participants in the treaty negotiations changed markedly between these first two and the next treaty. The first two emerged within Inter-government conferences that included representatives of heads of state and government, and representatives of the Commission (in both) and of the European Parliament (for the Nice Treaty). The Amsterdam Treaty was prepared by a Reflection Group which drew on reports from each of the Union institutions about the workings of the Maastricht Treaty. The Nice Treaty negotiations were also aided by a report by a group of experts appointed by the Commission to consider the implications of enlargement.
This process changed with what became known as the Constitutional Treaty. The 2001 Laeken European Council identified several important challenges, including greater democracy, efficiency and transparency. It then convened a “Convention on the future of Europe” to address these issues and submit their draft treaty to an IGC in 2004. The composition of this Convention drew on the experiences with the Convention that drafted the Charter of Fundamental Rights. It was much broader than the earlier preparatory teams, perhaps partly to add perceived legitimacy to the process – and perhaps to prevent future vetos.	
The Convention for the Future of Europe was chaired by former French president Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, with members from the national parliaments of member states and from candidate countries, from the European Parliament and the European Commission, and with representatives of heads of state and government. The Convention also sought to include civil society voices on several occasions. 
Its recommendation for a “Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe” was signed, with small modifications, by all heads of state in 2004.  This, then, was the Treaty that was rejected in two referendums in France and the Netherlands. It is worth noting that to claim that the treaty was a ‘constitution’ was not uncontroversial, and may have led to its rejection – even though many scholars have observed that the EU has long had a constitution in practice, if not by that name (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00¼\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Kohler-Koch #33410\00\12\00 Kohler-Koch 1999/2000a, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ç\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Weiler 1996 #17680\00\12\00 Weiler 1996, �å\12\00”\5CÃw\07\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ8\00\00\00\02\00àà\0C\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00€}]\01\00\007\00Ðä\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\0C\00\00ã\12\00\07\00\00\00ð\06‘|ÿÿÿÿë\06\01\00\12\00\00\00ˆâ\12\008\00\00\00r\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 2002 #32660\00\15\00 Follesdal [2002] 2002).
We now turn to consider in greater detail both why and how the proposed CT and the RT would make the EU more democratic, and more visibly respectful of human rights. It is after all not obvious that the EU must be democratic, and if so, how to best reform its institutions.
A Case for Democracy and Human Rights
According to the ‘Copenhagen Criteria’, all member states of the European Union must be democratic (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00?\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1CEuropean Council 1993 #47780\01\02\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00¿H\00H7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ˆJÆ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ European Council 1993). But must the EU also be democratic? 
I first consider some characteristics of democratic rule, with particular attention to the role of competing political parties. I then point to where I think there is support in Confusian thought for some of these aspects of such popular control over government. 
Some Central Features of Democratic Rule
A full blown theory of democracy is beyond the scope of these notes (cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ê\05\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Dahl 1998 #23460\00\10\00 Dahl 1998, �KÒ\00\5C\017\00`\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\05\00\00\00\0C\00\00\05‘|ÿÿÿÿPLÒ\00ÞÂÂw�KÒ\00\5C\017\00`\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\04\00àà\0C\00\00\05‘|ÿÿÿÿPLÒ\00ÞÂÂw�KÒ\00\5C\017\00`\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\0C\00\00ÂÂw\00\007\00\00\00\00\00È\05‘|�ÏÐ\00ôã\12\00Q\05‘|8\00\01\00Þ\10\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1BFollesdal & Hix 2006 #44280\01\04\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00ˆ7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\03\00\00\00\00\00\00ÃÂw\00\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ\07ÄÂwÞÂÂw\00\00\03\00üñ\13\00ãÂÂw\03\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00ˆ7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_XHÈ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\13\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Follesdal and Hix 2006). For our purposes, we may think of democracy as a set of institutionally established procedures that regulate 
1) competition for control over political authority, 
2) on the basis of deliberation,
3) where all or most adult citizens are permitted to participate in an electoral mechanism,
4) where their expressed preferences over alternative candidates determine the outcome,
5) in such ways that the government is accountable to, and thereby responsive to, all.  
I submit that the best argument for such democratic decision making is that compared to the alternatives, democratic rule is over time more reliably responsive to the best interests of the members of the political order. Cf Beitz 1989, Shapiro 1996, Levi 1998, Weale 1999. These best interests include basic needs, non-domination, and fair share of goods and burdens – including political control over the institutions that shape individuals’ opportunities and choices. 
Some arguments for democratic governance are ultimately be based on a – possibly ‘Western’ - interest in self-determination and individual autonomy (e.g. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Á\05\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Held 1995 #14740\00\10\00 Held 1995, 147). However, other arguments may defend democracy as the most reliable form of institutional arrangement to prevent risks to individuals' vital needs. Thus Amartya Sen has argued that freedom of the press and democratic competition among political parties protect against famines (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ö\01\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0ESen 1988 #5030\00\0E\00 Sen 1988). Historical experience seems to show that durably reliably effective institutions require mechanisms of democratic accountability. Crucially, compared to other modes of governance, democratic arrangements have better mechanisms to ensure firstly, that authorities reliably govern fairly and effectively, and secondly, to provide public assurance that such is the case. Democratic competition for legislative and executive power is one such strategy. Cf. Shapiro 2001, Schumpeter [1943] 1976, Dahl 1998, ch 10; Key Jr. 1961. Democratic accountability arranges incentives so as to align the interests of the subjects to those of their rulers, to ensure responsiveness to citizens. In particular, real party political contestation and critical media seem crucial elements. Party contestation in competitive elections make parties seek to promote the citizens’ interests. Public scrutiny by media and by the opposition helps ensure that power is not abused. These mechanisms are central to opinion formation, informed policy choice, and scrutiny of government that are central to trust building. Within democratic states, political parties are central in citizens’ preference formation in the form of policy platforms, to promote other-regarding perspective and consistency, and to develop the requisite concern for citizens across subunits. Moreover, the political parties are important watchdogs over government policies.

Confucian sources 
Ancient Chinese thought endorses several components of what we today regard as democratic rule: a) some standards of good government, b) the value of freedom of expression to criticize rulers, c) the value of transparency to sustain popular support,  d) that bad rulers should be replaced, e) input from the ordinary people when decide whether to replace bad rulers. 
a) - Both Confucius and his disciple Mencius ([孟子 , Meng Zhu, ± 372-289 BC) supported the view that governors – kings – should secure the vital needs of the people (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ø\0B\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Mencius 1999 #31410\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\00D\15\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_XHÈ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\13\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Mencius 1999, 154) . Indeed, Mencius argues that a so called king who does harm to justice is no king, but an autocrat (55). 
b) - Mencius availed himself of what we would today call freedom of expression: He and others could criticize kings who governed poorly, and argue that they should be replaced (51, 121).
c) - Mencius also underscored the value of scrutiny and transparency of rulers’ mistakes, to permit correction and notes that such correction is important if the rulers are to sustain popular support (132).
 d) - He argued that it is right to replace a king who does not govern his kingdom well (51) and
e) - he held that the people, not senior officials, are best placed to say who is good and bad, and who are competent and who are incompetent officials (53).

One important criterion of democratic rule that I do not find in Confucian thought is the idea that alternative candidates or parties should be able to compete for political power, and scrutinize each other; nor that all should have an equal say in this process. 
I conclude that Confucius and Mencius were not defending democracy in the modern sense I have defined it. But still, we can find in their writings several of the reasons and mechanisms that make us value democratic rule today, in particular freedom of speech, transparency and scrutiny, and the need to listen to the people when deciding who are good and bad rulers.
A Case for Human Rights, with Confucian Sources
Again, for our purposes a full theory of human rights is unnecessary (cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00†\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 2005 #40730\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00P9\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_@ Ç\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\13\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Follesdal 2005a). But it may be of some interest to see that there are sources for certain conceptions of human rights in both Western and Chinese thought. 
Internationally recognized human rights are constitutional or otherwise institutionally embedded protections and directives that regulate legislative and executive authority and discretion. They affect both internal and external sovereignty: the authority governments enjoy over individuals, and the authority international bodies enjoy vis-a-vis domestic governments. Why are such constraints on governments appropriate?
A long-standing and broadly shared view on the responsible use of state power is that it must be used for the common good, understood as the good of present and future individual members of society. This view is found in several Western traditions, but is certainly also part of many Asian philosophies of life (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Q\10\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FSen 2004 #42810\01\02\00\03\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00¨8\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ÈÞÇ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Sen 2004), and also to be found in Confucian thought. Thus Confucius said that 
"When the perfect order prevails, the world is like a home shared by all. Virtuous and worthy men are elected to public office, and capable men hold posts of gainful employment in society… There is caring for the old; there are jobs for the adults; there are nourishment and education for the children. There is a means of support for the widows, and the widowers; for all who find themselves alone in the world; and for the disabled… These are the characteristics of an ideal world, the commonwealth state.” 
Confucius: The Record of Rites, Book 9: the Commonwealth State.
Modern states make it possible for individuals to secure their basic needs and other conditions for a good life. It is therefore misleading to suggest that the relationship between individual and state is fundamentally conflictual. However, human rights can be seen as serving an important role in shaping and maintaining such a just state. Human rights spell out some of the minimal conditions of domestic legitimacy. That is: human rights are necessary though not sufficient conditions for granting a government a valid moral claim that citizens should respect its decisions. 
This recognition that legitimate governments must act within constraints is common to many civilizations. They claim that government must be legitimate to command obedience, - but the conditions have not always been expressed in terms of human rights. I suggest that we can find many moral traditions that condemn the behavior which human rights serve to protect against. In particular, Confucius himself condemned governors that conducted terror, tyranny and extortion (Analects 20: 3).  Confucius and his disciple Mencius may be read as stating some standards for legitimate rule. Though these standards are not expressed in terms of human rights, I submit that they provide a justification for such legal standards. This claim might be surprising, in light of the view often expressed that Confucianism emphasizes respect for hierarchical social structure, peace and harmonious relations, over rights of individuals. Other interpretive strands of Confucianism would seem to justify something like human rights constraints on government. Valuable contribution include �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00�\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Chan 1995 #21760\00\10\00 Chan 1995 and �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00²\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Chan 1998 #22270\00\10\00 Chan 1998; �|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00v\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1BGangjian & Gang 1995 #21670\00\1B\00 Gangjian and Gang 1995; �|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\008\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1Dde Bary & Weiming 1998 #47710\00\1D\00 de Bary and Weiming 1998;  �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\009\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Angle 2002 #47720\00\11\00 Angle 2002. 
Confucius held that for a governor to be fit to govern, he must avoid ‘Terror, which rests on ignorance and murder. Tyranny, which demands results without proper warning’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00u\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Confucius 1997 #21660\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`:\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_€\1EË\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\13\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Confucius 1997:  20.3). Mencius went even further, permitting tyrannicide (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ø\0B\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Mencius 1999 #31410\00\13\00 Mencius 1999: 55). He 
- required that the king must care for the people, and limit taxation so as to secure that they had food, clothes and education (ibid, 154-155), 
- insisted that the king had a particular responsibility to govern well in famines (121); 
- held that to run a state well the king must take care of the people (154); and 
- addressed the need to assess and weigh existing religious or cultural rites against human needs (381). 

I submit that one main role of human rights - economic and social as well as civil and political - is precisely to specify and safeguard such standards of just rule. They are important mechanisms both because they can promote the satisfaction of vital needs, and because they help make governments trustworthy in the eyes of citizens.
Can large, multi-level, multi-lingual and multi-cultural political orders be responsive to citizens?
Many thoughtful authors have raised doubts about whether it is possible and wise to implement democratic mechanisms in such a large political order as the EU, to ensure that the authorities and institutions remain sufficiently responsive to the best interests of European citizens. Some of these concerns are based on the fact that in societies whose populations are divided in majorities and minorities along cultural, ethnic or other cleavages individuals face important risks of ending in a permanent minority position on important issues. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00…\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Barry 1991 #16700\00\11\00 Barry 1991, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00U\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 1998 #16220\00\15\00 Follesdal 1998a, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ë\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Lijphart 1999 #28200\00\14\00 Lijphart 1999, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\5C\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2001 #32440\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ ÑÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ McKay 2001, 146-47. 
Let me briefly present two concerns, and explain why I think these worries are somewhat overstated.
Lack of a Common “European Identity” -  language, solidarity
Several authors are concerned that there is not sufficient mutual respect and solidarity among Europeans, too little in the way of shared values and beliefs, and insufficient opportunities for public discussion in a common language, to make democratic rule a plausible mode of decision making.  There is no common ‘demos’ – at least not yet (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00î\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Weiler 1995 #17750\01\02\00\06\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00P9\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ÈùÄ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\13\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Weiler 1995, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ã\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\17Kohler-Koch 1999 #36380\00\17\00 Kohler-Koch 1999):
The democratic nature of a political system is attested not so much by the existence of elected parliaments, which is today guaranteed almost everywhere, as by the pluralism, internal representativity, freedom and capacity for compromise of the intermediate area of parties, associations, citizens' movements and communication media. Where a parliament does not rest on such a structure, which guarantees constant interaction between people and State, democratic substance is lacking even if democratic forms are present….
At European level, though, even the prerequisites are largely lacking.  Mediatory structures have hardly even been formed here yet.
				(Grimm 1995, 293-94)
Grimm's warning may be taken in two ways. Firstly, he may be taken to express pessimism that the European Union can ever become legitimate. A response to this is that the present lack of a public sphere may be alleviated, and the institutions may help foster just European patriotism, solidarity and compromise. A second interpretation, though, must also be considered: Even though majoritarian institutions may move the EU toward a more legitimate political order, they may also do the opposite: render the European Union illegitimate - as long as neither interest formation nor accountability is possible at the European level. Without the common commitments present in the populations, Majority Rule or Qualified Majority Voting, together with an insufficiently accountable Commission, create risks for the citizens of Europe which are avoided by limiting decisions to intergovernmental agreements. To trust a majoritarian system, the minority must be assured that the majority will consider their plight. On conditions for expecting minorities to obey, cf. Papadopoulos 2005.  
In response, I submit that institutions may over time alleviate these concerns. They may facilitate public discussions in a variety of forums that can in turn foster a commitment to solidarity (Rawls 1999, 134; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00b\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Habermas 1994 #16350\00\14\00 Habermas 1994). The roles of institutions in shaping preferences and interests should render us slightly less pessimistic. Even though there now seems to not be a common European political identity, one might develop. In particular, political parties may be crucial in citizens’ preference formation, to help promote other-regarding perspective and consistency. Thus political debates and contestation may be central in developing the requisite concern for citizens across sub-units. 
Nevertheless, I believe we should heed Dieter Grimm's concern about the present absence of a European public sphere. And the recent conflicts among member states about the appropriate voting weight each state should enjoy indicate that the mutual trust is not yet there. Furthermore, parties are not fully developed and functioning at the Union level. Elections to the European Parliament are largely ‘second order’ elections, a venue voters use to express their views about national government performance rather than focused on Union level political issues (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00�\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FHix 1999 #37980\01\02\00\03\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_àâÆ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Hix 1999, Hix and Lord 1997). Further pessimism may be fuelled by younger generations ‘postmaterialist’ declining interest in party politics (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00O\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Inglehart 1999 #34880\00\15\00 Inglehart 1999). So we should be wary of establishing majoritarian democratic arrangements - too soon, for all issue areas. 
Conflicts along territorial lines 
A second concern is that the citizens of different member states have systematically different preferences and living conditions. This makes it implausible to believe that the same rules and policies should be appropriate across the whole of Europe. 
In response, several features of the EU may give reason to believe that this cautionary attitude is slightly overstated. Firstly, the EU is committed to respect the diversity of languages and cultures. The RT made clear that the objectives of the EU, in the new Art. 3, will include a clause that “It shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that Europe's cultural heritage is safeguarded and enhanced.” (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ø\11\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1CEuropean Council 2007 #46710\00\1C\00 European Council 2007, Annex 1). This statement, while weak, may help prevent common rules that would fail to be sufficiently responsive to the variations among Europeans. This, however, depends crucially on how the European Court of Justice will interpret and weigh the various objectives – especially against the promotion of market liberalisation. 
The RT will also include a new mechanism that may help prevent centralisation, based on a particular legal conception of the Principle of Subsidiarity that has long been included in the treaties. Art. I-11 of the CT requires that:
3. Under the principle of subsidiarity, in areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Union shall act only if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States, either at central level or at regional and local level, but can rather, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved at Union level.
The general normative principle of subsidiarity has a long pedigree within several European religious and philosophical traditions (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ä\07\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 1998 #19890\00\15\00 Follesdal 1998b). In general, it places the burden of argument with those who seek to centralize authority. Considerations of subsidiarity will therefore support agreements to pool sovereignty in multi-level arrangements, but only if such coordination or centralized decisions are necessary to achieve common goals - otherwise not. So the general normative principle of subsidiarity will not support poorly organized, abusive or inept central authorities that deprive sub-units of steering capacity without providing any benefits. Critics have long argued that EU actions often seem to violate this underlying philosophical principle, and possibly also the particular legal version in the treaties. These concerns have lent support to claims that the EU is too distant from citizens. 
	In response to this concern, the new subsidiarity mechanism is of interest. It was introduced in the CT and further strengthened in the Reform Treaty (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ø\11\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1CEuropean Council 2007 #46710\00\1C\00 European Council 2007, Art. 11). It enlists the national parliaments, who have an institutional interest in preventing undue centralization. By simple majority, they will be able to challenge the Commision’s draft legislative texts if they believe that it violates the Principle of Subsidiarity. The Commission must then re-examine the proposal, and if it chooses to maintain the draft, this must be defended in a reasoned opinion. This opinion together with the national parliaments’ reasoned opinion is then included in the legislative procedure.  The Council and Parliament – the EU legislator - must give special consideration to this particular issue. 
I submit that this mechanism may be employed to prevent common rules that fail to heed the diverging interests of citizens of different member states. Insofar as different Member states have different living conditions and populations with particular preferences about policies in a particular issue area, a common policy for the whole EU will not be of common interest. Insofar as this mechanism prevents such policies, the new mechanism may increase the trustworthy of the EU as a democratic political order, since the central authorities are prevented from harming territorially based minorities. 
However, I hasten to add that it is unlikely that this arrangement will be sufficient to quell all such fears, for at least two reasons. One is that the Principle of Subsidiarity established in the treaties does not regulate the very important question of which issue areas are to be decided by the member states, and which by the Union bodies. So for instance, many citizens worry that the EU’s objective to establish and maintain “a highly competitive social market economy” (Art 3) will dominate other legitimate concerns and interests. Many social and economic issues are subordinated to this objective – without clear evidence of the economic benefits to the Union as a whole (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00>\12\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Scharpf 2007 #47770\01\02\00\07\00\00\00\00\00\00¿H\00H7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_˜ßÈ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Scharpf 2007, 10). The Principle of Subsidiarity and its new mechanism would not prevent this domination of economic liberalization, but only particular legislative proposals argued to be necessary for that objective. 
A second concern, more indirectly tied to the divergence of preferences along territorial lines, has long been noted by scholars such as Fritz Scharpf. The decision procedures favour ‘negative integration’ in the form of removal of obstacles to free trade, and hinder ‘positive’ integration in the form of new European regulations. The European Court of Justice on its own can - and does - strike down national regulation. But new European regulations are difficult to get in place because they require a qualified majority. The upshot is that the four economic freedoms and competition have de facto constitutional force, while social intervention and re-regulation is subject to intergovernmental agreement (Scharpf 1996, 13). And, alas, “agreement on effective European solutions is most difficult for those problems about which the citizens of Member States care the most.” (Scharpf 2001, 6). The result is that the regulatory status quo is privileged unduly. The new subsidiarity mechanism does not provide any protection against such cases of ‘under-regulation’ and undue de-centralization, since it only serves to prevent undue centralization.  
My modest conclusion is that there are some objectives and mechanisms in place within the EU that will help alleviate some fears that democratic arrangements will not be sufficiently responsive to citizens in such a large political order, at least in the somewhat longer run. However, quasi-majoritarian decision procedures, combined with the prominence of economic liberalization over other legitimate objectives of the EU continue to be a threat to the survival of different social and welfare arrangements. Unfortunately, it is not clear that non-democratic modes of decision making would provide much in the way of a solution to prevent such threats
Should a multi-level political order such as the European Union be democratic?
Even if it is possible to implement democratic rule in the EU, some distinguished and influential EU scholars deny that it is desirable.  Giandomenico Majone and Andrew Moravcsik have questioned the so-called ‘democratic deficit’ in the European Union. They hold that the EU is as democratic as it should be. I am not convinced by their arguments (Follesdal and Hix 2006).   
Majone’s starting point is that the EU essentially is, or should be, a ‘regulatory state’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00÷\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Majone 1994 #22960\00\12\00 Majone 1994, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00d\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Majone 1996 #21490\01\02\00\06\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00PB\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_è/n\01\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00Pì\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Majone 1996). As such, it is a means for the member states to address certain market failures and produce policy outcomes that are Pareto-efficient - where some benefit and no one is made worse off. These tasks are threatened if the democratic accountability of EU decision-makers increases, since popular preferences for short term gains will make them less able to agree to such long term benefits. On Majone’s view, EU policies should not address redistributive issues, or those where there may be some losers – where democratic mechanisms are more appropriate. 
Moravcsik argues that policy outcomes from the EU are already in fact relative close to some abstract European ‘median voter’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ø\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Moravcsik 2001 #36270\01\02\00\09\00\00\00\00\00\00¿H\00\189\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_¨ÝÃ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Moravcsik 2001, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ú\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Moravcsik 2002 #36290\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00¨8\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_¨ÝÃ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Moravcsik 2002).  
In response, I claim that: in practice many decisions in the EU are already on a continuum between policies that are predominantly regulatory – i.e. purely Pareto-improving - and policies that have predominantly redistributive effects with many mixes. Such choices are precisely those that merit democratic decision after public deliberation. With regard to Moravcsik, I remark that firstly, that is not enough that there is a de facto match, as he claims there is, between citizens’ preferences and those of politicians’. Such a match  should not only occur now. There should also be mechanisms that reliably ensure that politicians will indeed use their power to promote citizens’ preferences. There is a need, as Confucius noted, that the ruler is trustworthy in this regard. Democratic accountability is one such mechanism that, sometimes at least, serves to promote this match between citizens’ best interests and politicians’ policy choices. Democratic mechanisms promote such responsiveness when there is a real possibility for opposition parties to gain power. And, as an ultimate resort, politicians know that when citizens become too dissatisfied, they will try to “kick the rascals out”. In this way democratic rule serves to prevent what Confucius called terror, tyranny and extortion (Analects 20: 3), and other forms of domination and disempowerment (e.g. Shapiro, 1996). 
A second weakness of Moravcsik’s argument is that voters’ preferences are not fixed or determined independent of the political process. A key difference between a democratic and many non-democratic regimes is how citizens form their views about which rulers and which policy options they prefer. In well-functioning democracies, citizens decide through processes of deliberation, often aided by party contestation that is an essential element of all democracies. 
Thus one essential feature to the practice of democracy is an institutional design that allows for an ‘opposition’ to the current leadership elites and policy status quos (e.g. Dahl, 1971). If citizens cannot identify alternative leaders or policy agendas it is difficult for them to determine whether leaders could have done better, or to identify who is responsible for policies. 
Mencius, in his own life, illustrates one way to secure this: as a critical voice, he pointed out to the king what needed improvement. A central question for us is how to set up institutions that can provide such critical light over time. One mechanism is active opposition parties in parliament with many affected parties represented, and media scrutiny. They are crucial for such fact finding, attention, and assessments. These benefits require freedom of association and information, and real opportunity spaces for formulation and contestation of the agenda and policy choices.
Because voters’ preferences are shaped by the democratic process, a democracy would almost definitely produce outcomes that are different to those produced by ‘enlightened’ technocrats. The policy outcomes of the EU may simply not be those policies that would be preferred by a political majority after a debate about these policies.
To conclude: a political order such as the EU should have mechanisms in place to debate and agree on complex issues that affect the distribution of benefits and burdens of the cooperation, and that affect the best interests of citizens. Democratic arrangements are one fairly trustworthy structure that secures this. In principle perhaps there may be others, but it remains to be seen whether any such non-democratic arrangements can be first identified and then implemented in the EU. 
I conclude that such democratic responsiveness requires contestation for political leadership and argument over the direction of the policy agenda. This aspect is an essential element of even the ‘thinnest’ theories of democracy, yet it is not sufficiently developed in the EU. Changes should be made in the EU to improve the opportunities for transparency and political contestation.
How to make the European Union more Democratic and Legitimate?
We turn then to consider how the EU has responded to some of these challenges. We can look at some of the suggestions made in the CT, and that will be part of the RT.
Democracy
The CT says explicitly that the Union is based on democracy. Indeed, the Union should incorporate two sets of mechanisms, of representative democracy and of participatory democracy (Art I-46 and I-47, respectively). So will democratic accountability actually improve? There are several reasons to think so, especially since the new treaty will also increase the transparency of the legislative process (Art 50), and because it will also provide a clearer allotment of different kinds of competences (exclusive, shared, complementary, economic policy co-ordination). These measures may help reduce unintended drifts toward centralization and abuse of authority. Added transparency will also help citizens understand somewhat better which issues are the responsibility of national politicians, and which are due to European policy making.
The CT increased the powers of the European Parliament, and these changes remain in the RT. In particular, the EU will have a ‘Parliamentary’ system, in that the European Parliament will elect the Commission President by simple majority, on the basis of a proposal from the European Council. The European Council must take “into account the elections to the European Parliament" (CT Art I-27(1)). The European Parliament must also approve the President’s proposed Commissioners. The result of this may be a welcome politisation of European policy making, in that European political parties can focus the elections to European Parliament on the  choice of candidates for Commission President. This politisation may be an important way for citizens to identify and shape their political preferences about the future of the EU, and help create a concern for how common decisions will affect other Europeans. 
The CT also gives several new powers to national parliaments, and involves them in applying the Principle of Subsidiarity. Publicity requirements regarding the Council’s legislative work and access to documents of legislative sessions of Council helps boost the oversight by national parliaments. They also receive copies of suggested Treaty reforms, and about European Council suggestions about which unanimity is not required by Council of Ministers.
I submit that the upshot may well be that European-level policies over time become contested among European-level parties (Hix and Lord 1997, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00=\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Magnette 2001 #32110\00\14\00 Magnette 2001, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\5C\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2001 #32440\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_øïÊ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ McKay 2001). Optimists may thus hope that these changes wrought by the CT make it more likely that parties will contribute to shaping Europeans’ political preferences toward the requisite overarching loyalty over time. The CT enhances such mechanisms by increasing the scope and arenas of political contestation at the Union and national levels. 

The changes in the RT will certainly not settle all important questions about the democratic quality of the EU. Two issues merit mention. Firstly, recall that one central consideration is how institutions can promote the trustworthiness of the authorities in a population deeply divided on political issues. One central arrangement is to ‘skew’ voting weights among the Member States (cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00¯\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 2005 #41150\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00p8\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_\18mË\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Follesdal 2005b). The extent of such skewing is hotly contested, and seems to remain one issue that divides the member states even today. 
Secondly, the new treaty will include two forms of democratic arrangements: representative democracy and of participatory democracy. The inclusion of both creates several unresolved dilemmas, especially when these two arrangements come into conflict. One fundamental issue is why participatory arrangements should be called ‘democratic’ in the first place, and what mechanisms they rely on to provide trustworthy responsiveness to citizens’ best interests (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00û\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 2006 #41930\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00(7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_P»Ò\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Follesdal 2006).  Furthermore, there are unresolved concerns about how the Commission will select which ‘concerned parties’ to include in consultations. A skewed selection may easily be used to give a misleading impression of popular support for a proposal that the Commission for its own reasons believes to be ‘in the European Interest’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00s\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 2003 #32670\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00H7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_¸!n\01\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Follesdal 2003). Moreover, It is not clear that such participatory groups and fora are well suited to address the very complex issues at stake (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00�\08\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Femia 1996 #21900\00\11\00 Femia 1996, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00�\11\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Smismans 2006 #45970\01\02\00\08\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00(7\14\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\10\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_P»Ò\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00tò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Smismans 2006). Another concern is that such consultations with unaccountable parties may be used to challenge the democratic legitimacy of the European and national parliaments (cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00’\0B\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\17Kohler-Koch 2000 #30240\00\17\00 Kohler-Koch 2000b, and in this volume*).
Human Rights
With regard to Human Rights, the CT promised to alleviate the concerns about low visibility, and it stated that the EU shall seek to accede to the European Convention on Human Rights (European Council 2007, 26). But the RT modifies the role of the CT. Part II of the Constitutional Treaty was to incorporate the EU’ Charter on Fundamental Rights. The European Council made two interesting changes, largely due to protests from the United Kingdom. The Charter will not be part of the Treaty itself, but a separate declaration will make clear that the Charter will have legally binding force over EU institutions. It will also be made clear that the Charter will not extend the application of Union law, or establish or modify any powers or tasks of the Union (European Council 2007, fn 17). 
Secondly, a protocol will make clear that the Charter will not impose further obligations on the United Kingdom, especially none of the rights listed in the Charter’s Chapter IV, entitled ‘Solidarity’. These rights include various workers’ rights, rights concerning social security and social assistance, health care, and environmental and consumer protection. These changes are meant to ensure that UK law is not changed in any way. The UK may have several reasons for this insistence, including a general skepticism of international human rights restrictions on Parliamentary sovereignty (�|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Z\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt#Campbell, Ewing, et al. 2001 #37590\00#\00 Campbell, Ewing, and Tomkins 2001), and a desire by the UK government that the European Court of Justice should not grant UK trade unions more rights strike. 
Even with these changes, the new treaty does ensure that human rights become more visible constraints on EU decisions. But the practical challenges remain, of how these human rights can best inform and constrain the institutions and policies of the Union so as to ensure long term compliance with fundamental principles of legitimacy - both internally and externally. If this complex political order is to deserve compliance and support by its citizens and member states, - especially from miniorities –the EU must have well developed policies to monitor and protect against suspected human rights violations committed by Union bodies.  
One very important challenge for the EU and for the European Court on Human Rights will no doubt be if the EU actually becomes party to the Convention on Human Rights. When that occurs, we can expect conflicts of interpretation between that court and the EU’s European Court of Justice, both about the Charter and about the European Convention on Human Rights. Article 52(3) of the Charter seeks to alleviate any such conflicts by insisting that where there are conflicts, ‘the meaning and scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down by the said Convention.’ But whose interpretation will be decisive remains to be discovered.
Conclusion
The European Union faced both a long term and short term crisis: how to alleviate the legitimacy deficit in the eyes of its citizens, - and especially when the Constitutional Treaty has been rejected. I have suggested that there are several elements in the Reform Treaty that may help increase the public trust that the Union can be trusted to remain responsive to the best interests of its citizens. These elements include greater transparency about its decision making, increased authority to the democratically elected representatives both within each member state and at the Union level, and increased visibility of human rights protections. 
I have throughout sought to show that many of the concerns of European citizens find resonance in ancient Chinese thought, though I have not found a Confucian appreciation of the role of contestation among political parties – even though the need for voices critical of government can be found. I conclude by recalling the advice offered by Yu Tsu, Confucius’ disciple: 
When trustworthiness complements righteousness, words can be fulfilled.
Confucius: Analects 1: 13.
I believe that the European Council heeded this advice to a large extent when they revised the Constitutional Treaty. They sought to ensure both trustworthiness and rightousness, as they sought the Union’s objectives, as stated in the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe, and as affirmed in what will be the Reform Treaty:
The Union's aim is to promote peace, its values and the well-being of its peoples…. [and] offer its citizens an area of freedom, security and justice
(Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe, Art I-3) 
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